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INTRODUCTION:

Aashaa Bora Foundation is a non-profitable, non-governmental, and non-political
entity based in Guwahati, Assam. The main purpose of the foundation is to create
equality in the society by empowering the poor, vulnerable and disadvantageous
groups: bringing peace and prosperity in the region through livelihood generations.

SPONSORSHIP OF A NEEDY GIRL:

A Girl who has so many dreams and aspirations.
Akanksha Das is originally from Gureswar, Assam. Aashaa Bora Foundation has
been asked by Childline- Guwahati to take the sponsorship programme of Ms
Akanksha Das. She was studying in TC Girls High School. Akanksha’s father has
a Betel nut shop in Downtown, Guwahati. Her family is not economically good.
Her mother is a domestic helper.

Akanksha is a very solemn, punctual and

dedicated student, she wants to become an IAS Officer. Aashaa Bora Foundation
was sponsoring for her education. Now she has secured 1st division and 90
percentage of marks in class 10th exams with letters in all the subjects. She also has
been able to secure state highest with 100 out of 100 in English. Now she will be
taking admission in Cotton College, Guwahati in H.S (Arts stream) under the
sponsorship of Aashaa

Bora Foundation again. We congratulate her for her

dedication towards her study and wish her all success in her future endeavors.

CONCLUSION:
Aashaa Bora Foundation has always tried to work towards creating a better India
which provides basic education, health and empowerment to every citizen and the
foundation is always ready to put forward any financial support which will
enhance the condition of some poor family. Aashaa Bora foundation is always
dedicated to its cause of woman upliftment and education of children and ensures
that each one of them gets a proper place in the society.

